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Bridging art and culture

Tay-Sachs screening
available for
students, faculty
By James Gunsalus
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

African art vendor Angela Kerubo holds her baby Gekara Gekara Binka while she sells
carvings of soapstone that she learned how to make while a member of the Gusii tribe
By Aaron Williams

Ill!Wank

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

He said he Larne to the United States in 1991
because he wanted to see the Buffalo Bills win
the Super Bowl, then again in 1992 and 1993.
When they didn’t win, he figured he’d stay until
they did.
That’s the story self-proclaimed comedian
Nac Nyagaka likes to tell of his immigration, but
he really came to be a student. lie attends
Golden Gate University in San Francisco when
he’s not selling his soapstone carvings.

AFRICAN
AWARNESS

Mom-t

Spartan Daily
PHOTO BY DAVID LUCHANSKY
in Kenya. The African Market Place Craft Fair will continue at the mid level of the
Student Union through Friday.

Nyagaka is one of about six vendors in the
African Marketplace in die Student Union this
week. Other vendors had everything from Tshirts to jewelry to jembe drums from Senegal.
Nyagaka, in his first year at the marketplace,
said African American merchants should participate in activities during Black I listory Month,
such as being involved in the MAIL’Iplace.
"It is important so people can see and know
about products from the continent," he said,
adding that he encourages people to pick up the
products he has to sell. "Touching is good, it

creates an intimacy (with the piece), but buying
is better."
One of the more interesting items he is selling is a chess set with all of the pieces shaped as
members of the Masaai tribe of Kenya. The
kings and queens are patterned after actual
members of the tribe, while other pieces arc patterned after animals.
Nyagaka is a member of the Kisii tribe in
Western Kenya near Lake Victoria, which is
where he purchases all of his merchandise. He
See Marketplace, page 11

A killer of children, Tay-Sachs disease ravages
the young victim’s nervous system and other vital
organs, leaving profound mental retardation in its
wake. Despite the variations in symptoms, the
outcome is inevitably the same: death usually
before the age of 6.
As is the case with most deadly diseases, prevention is the best medicine. Free screening for
Tay-Sachs will be available to students, faculty and
the public Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Student Union Umunlium Room and from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Joe West Hall Formal
Lounge.
’resting will also be available Thursday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Union Umunhum
Room.
Pregnant women will not be tested. However,
they may contact the Northern California TaySachs Disease Prevention Program at (415) 7313437 to make arrangements for the test.
Tay-Sachs is a genetic disorder caused by a
recessive gene found in both the parents of an
afflicted child. In its various forms, the disease is
characterized by a common biochemical defect:
the inability of cells to dispose of certain metabolic waste products. This waste gradually accumulates in the cells of affected children, causing a
variety of debilitating symptoms.
Sylvie Parkin, a genetic counselor at the
Stanford Tay-Sachs Screening Center, said there is
25 percent chance that a child whose parents are
See Tay-Sachs, page 3

A.S. to hear bills’ final read Discount card
Absentee
votes and
Child-Care
Center up for
last review
before
becoming
legislation

By Kim Skolnick

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students will give
two bills final readings at the March
26 A.S. Board of Directors’ meeting.
Bill 15, an absentee voting bill,
was brought about because of low student participation in campus elections, said A.S. Vice President Mike
Yagh mai. According to A.S.
Controller Adrian Rodriguez, the hill
was introduced by A.S. President
Jerry Simmons.
to
Student
AL cording
Development Specialist Gary Barnett,
1,885 students voted in the spring
1996 elections, only 7.7 percent of
the total student body. Student
turnout rates tend to be higher when
a fee issue is on the ballot, he said.
Because of the two-day voting
period allotted for campus elections,
students, such as athletes, can miss
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the window to make thell sines
heard. %d id Yaghmai. Athletes ciii Inc
gone for a week at a time due 10 t
IMMICIIIS with the university and
have no choice over whether rit not to
vote, he said.
"It’s one thing for students to
choose not to vote," Yaghmai said.
lie thinks students who Miss OM on
the opportunity to vote because they
were recruiting for the university or
part kipating on a sports team are
treated unfairly.
"We can’t punish them for that,"
he said.
It is unclear how much the mailing
of absentee ballots to each of SJSU’s
27,000 students. (:ontroller Adrian
Rodriguez said that, while he does not
have objections to the hill, he thinks
die final approval sin told be delayed
until deft nitc costs are presented.
According to Rodriguez, the person who initiated the trill should have

also ’,sear, lied the expense of mailing
ballots to students. Since Sininuins
initiated the I till, rIse rcsponsikluy it
estimating costs belongs to either
Simmons or his office.
1Zociriguez said that costs from the
mailing III a voter information pamphlet and ballot "told run the univerSlit .111VVVIICIC 111.111 1,2,00) no $4,000.
hinting costs, which have not been
I ’gored, will add to this total, be said.
onside’ mg the possible costs,
Elorltigtiez feels Mat an alternate solution, such is an early voting period
for Athletes and other affected students, might be abetter use of student
1110twy.

Rodriguez said Simmons should
estimate at the
be presenting a t
uteri rig Wednesday.
ltanges in Bill 70, concerning the
child-care center, slated fin "instruction at the employee parking lot at
See AS., page 11

makes deals
By Andy W. Ho

Spartan Daily Staff Write,

Rub-a -dub-dub, thanks for the
grub.
San lose State University students who like to dabble and try
different restaurants and services
off-campus have another option in
the form of the University Grub
Club discount card.
The card, offered August 1996
for $10, was sold through the
Spartan bookstore and is valid for
one year.
Grub Club participants can use
their card for at least 23 businesses
off-campus, including Camera
Cinemas, Dos Locos bar, Iguanas
’Faqueria, Ian’s Garden, Subway

and the Wherehouse. Most participating retailers offer discounts for
their products, such as the
"Muchos! deal" of 15 percent off
food orders.
Wing,
Spartan
Jason
Bookstore’s associate director of
retail, said he didn’t know how
many cards had been sold but
guessed "a couple hundred."
Wing said the program has been
generally successful but recalled
that a typo forced a recall of the
card when a discount was published as larger than was really
offered.
Ile said that problems such as
these should be fixed by next year if
the bookstore decides to continue
See Grub Club, page 3

The art of coffee
By Sean Coffey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Business partners Donna Fritz
and Mike Walden were at odds
about what kind of business to
open. At first, one wanted a coffee shop, the other, an art gallery.
Their visions were combined
with the creation of the Kismet
Gallery, a coffee shop-hangout
built within a contemporary art
gallery.
"We both had a similar
vision," Walden said. "We wanted to create more than a business.
We wanted to create a place that
Daily
Spartan
GARCIA
BRANDON
BY
PMOTO
is truly unique, something out of
Quiche? TON? If you’re into healthy eating and good coffee, Kismet on First street is
the ordinary."
The duo said its goal was to
the place for you. The only place downtown were you can find Jason Pepe sleeping on
provide a relaxing atmosphere
the couch. Kismet is open until midnight every night with plenty of art to check out.

that encourages patrons not only
to come, but to stay a while.
"It’s the place we would want
to hang out," Walden said.
Upon entering Kismet, one
first notices the art that adorns
the spacious building. Fritz said
the gallery features contemporary
art, with a mix of international
and local artists. The gallery is
currently dominated by paintings. though there are sculptures
and works on paper as well.
A photo gallery will be featured in the coining months. All
art is for sale, ranging in price
from $150 to $10,000.
According to Fritz, there is a
long list of sophisticated artists
See Kismet, page 11
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Federal dollars should support drug education
February is National Marijuana
Awareness Month. While many may
laugh it off and light up a joint, proclaiming their awareness, the government
and local health educators are attempting to
address the increase in marijuana use among
teens.
Locally, two forums will attempt to discuss the problem and educate the community. Nationally, the federal government has
proclaimed a televised war on drugs with a
S350-million media campaign designed to
counter the teen usage increase.
Neither tactic is going to put much of a
dent in the problem. Local health officials
and the federal government must take a step
back into reality and implement an honest

drug education program. The University’s
Institute for Social Research repored last
December that 11.3 percent of eighth -grade
students, 20.4 percent of high school sophomores and 21.9 percent of twelfth -grader,
said they had smoked pot in the last month.
These startling statistics, up from the 1991
report, are worth addressing, but the current
anti -drug tactics are unreasonable.
To address local concerns, groups are
holding evening forums this month in the
Ann Arbor area. However, while the programs are an admirable attempt to reach the
public, they may not be enough. The real
effort must fortify drug education in schools.
The Clinton Administration, with its $350 million media crusade, also seems to be miss -

Guest Editorial
ing the point. The plan, which divides the
cost between the federal government and the
private sector, is the only major new antidrug program contained in the budget proposal recently sent to Congress.
Retired General Barry R. McCaffrey,
chief of the White House drug office, says,
"There is every reason to believe that this
absolutely will turn around drug abuse by
youngsters." McCaffrey, in his infinite wisdom, is carrying out the campaign for live
years admitting: "You can’t do it in a year."
On that point. McCaffrey is right - but

scare -tactic, anti -drug commercials with
catch phrases will not erase the drug problem
in a year, five years or a decade.
Drug education programs have failed the
country in the past, seemingly because of the
slippery -slope scare tactics the programs
implement. Anti -drug campaigns treat marias
juana like any other illicit drug such
crack or heroin when nobody has ever
died of a marijuana overdose.
Children absorb such misinformation.
When those who choose to experiment with
marijuana realize it is not killing them, they
may employ the faulty logic that harder
drugs will not harm them either.
Some people blame the rise on recent bills
passed in California and Arizona, allowing

Freeway madness:
a guide to driving in
Northern California
many students on this campus of 30,000 -plus,
Like
I am not a native of San Jose. Actually, even ill
were, I probably wouldn’t admit it.
As a transplanted Southern Californian who has lived
in beautiful, occasionally sunny San Jose for the past year
and a half, I’ve been able to pinpoint many differences
between the two sides of this state.
I discovered the main difference the first time I drove
into San Jose and experienced freeway driving, "NoCal
style."
Please keep in mind I grew
up driving in
Southern
California
home of the
drive -by and freeway shootings.
The often -used phrase, "road
rage," is a way of life down
there to the point that it is
probably a chapter in the driver’s education manual.
Here are just a few of the
WRITER’S FORUM
changes I’ve had to deal with
By Andrew
in
negotiating
Northern
Hussey
California freeways:
Car pool lanes are a way of
life in "SoCal." Once you get
in one, consider it a long-term commitment because
you’ve got about 10 feet and a quadruple yellow line separating you from the rest of the herd. You had better have
more than one person in the car. Otherwise, you’ll be run
off the road.
Northern California car pool lanes are pathetic mainly because of the signs. You know what I’m talking
about. The signs that mad, "This is a car pool lane every

other fourth Tuesday of the month from 3:28 p.m. to
3:47 p.m unless you’re driving a white Buick." There’s
pill no commitment involved. Therefore, there’s no
sense of getting in on anything special.
Northern Californian drivers need to take the term
"fast lane" a little more literally because I am unimpressed.
flow many times have you gotten behind that beige
Volvo station wagon filled with three and a half children
and a harried -looking mother doing warp nothing in the
fast lane?
You can’t get over because she has somehow managed
to duplicate the speed of the cars in the next lane.Kinda
makes you wish for some Spy Hunter -style missiles.
Merging seems to be the biggest problem in
Northern ( :alifornia. I don’t know if anyone here knows
this, but 35 miles -per -hour is not the optimum speed for
merging into freeway traffic.
Merging in bumper -to -bumper traffic as a lane is ending is next to impossible. In Southern California, all it
takes to do this is an arm out the window pointing to
your intended spot, a wave after die fact, and you’ve got
two happy and content drivers.
The preferred method of merging here seems to
involve two cars getting closer and closer until there is a
risk (il metal being bent. Only then will someone back
down and grudgingly give way. I had never seen chicken
played Al five miles per -hour in the same direction before
I Came 10 Sari Jose.

COISSICIft this an abbreviated version of everything
wrong with the freeways a r011nd here because there aft
more. I think that I’ll just invest in a bicycle and avoid
the hassle all together. Trouble is, the bicycle will probably be stolen. We do live in San Jose, after all.
ndreiv //uney

This guest editorial appears courtesy of the
Michigan Dailyfrom the University of
Michigan via U- Wire.

Mesa family should
receive compensation
in shooting case
police commit crimes or when they
When
cause harm to another person without reason, they should be punished. Police are not
above the law. This was not the case for Deputy Tom
Langley, a Santa Clara County Deputy.
On March 2, 1996 Gustavo Soto Mesa of San Jose
was shot and killed. Mesa was driving dangerously and
police attempted to pull him over. Instead. Mesa led the
police on a two-mile chase where finally his car tipped
()VET.
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Burning away frustration and sorrow
communication on
Solar flares disrupt
Earth. Guess my life is one big ball of
solar flares this week. I managed to
really piss off at least five people this week
with my own enraged flares of bad judgment.
Not only did communication break
down, hut in several instances my mouth
inflicted irreparable damage. It was an
angry, sorrow-filled week and one that
reminded me that I am not as composed
as 1 should be for a 30-year -old woman.
We have all been there said something in the heat of the moment, arid the
second you say it, you want to reel the
offending speech back into your big, basslike mouth. We are taught as children how to speak to
one another. hopefully. we are taught polite conversation.
But how often were we taught how to be angry with
each other? Disagreements happen, but unfortunately
few people are actually taught how to communicate
anger. I wasn’t, except front learning examples of the
Italian hot tempers I lived with. You expressed anger in
our house by getting really loud, and if you felt you
weren’t being heard, you go( even louder. I learned to
stay quiet. I learned the not -so-good trait of quietly
seething in anger, postponing the inevitable confrontation that can lead to a healing conversation.
Anger is often a repressed emotion. I wanted to
make things right with those whom I disappointed this
week. How could I let them work out those negative
emotions we usually run from? I would have gladly
offered an effigy of myself to them 60 they could take
out their frustrations and se( the effigy of nte on fire. It
would be a peace offering, 2 chance to get hostility and
rage out in the open.
Santa Fe, New Mexico gives its citizens a Charlet to
burn away all their frustrations and sorrow. No, they do
not give out "It’s -okay-to -burn -those -you -have -a- beef
with" permits. Sante Fe offers a 30 -foot puppet called
Zozobra. Ile is described on the Santa Fe On-line, Inc.

WWW page as symbolizing the gloom
and frustration in people’s lives.
Zozobra is set on fire during the
opening night of the Fiesta de Sante Fe,
a festival that dates back to 1692.
Originally, this festival was called to
celebrate the re -conquest of New
Mexico from the Pueblo Indians in
1692. The festival focus has changed
over the years, with the Zozobra burning Added in 1970.
Native Americans participate in the
festival by performing a spirit dance
around the base of the huge puppet
before it is burned. Thousands of people from across the country gather in
Sante Fe for this festival rage group therapy session.
Before Zozobra is burned, they chant "Viva la Fiesta!’
I stumbled upon the festival quite by accident in
1995. My friends and I thought we were so clever picking the weekend after Labor Day. We thought it
wouldn’t be so crowded. WRONG! We couldn’t figure
mit what all the Iniiialialoo was about. Our group slid
behind the crowd and followed it to a grove of trees
where Zozobra was hanging. Refine the enormous sight
(if the puppet assailed my eyes, I could hear loud, pitiful moaning.
The puppet’s, or rather "puppet monster’s," arms
were swaying back arid forth and its red eyes were glowing. Loudspeakers broadcasted his mournful moanings
and it sounded like hell. So this is where the citizens of
Sante Fe bring their sorrow and rage. It Was hard not to
feel the release of energy. I concentrated and let all my
evil gloom -filled thoughts rise with the flames that
September night.
It is on this February night that I wish that all those
fighting or arguing let go of the rage and find a peaceful
meeting place MCI’ I lie ASIICS Of 1.01013ta.
Perhaps then we can quietly discuss our rage.
Laura I azzarint u the Spartan Daily Downtown Editor.

Der column appears every Tuesday.

The drunken driving suspect was shot in the back of the
head as he attempted to flee.
Witnesses said that Mesa was
running toward a crowd of law
enforcement officers when he
was shot by Langley.
Soon there was much support from the community to
WRITER’S FORUM
protest this senseless death.
By Tricia
The community was outraged
Herrera
because Mesa was unarmed
and shot in the back. Also,
the family wasn’t notified
until the next day.
The Santa Clara County grand jury refused to indict
the deputy. Deputy Langley said that the shooting was
accidental. If Mesa had been driving a Lexus rather than
a van, he probably would not have been shot. If he had
blond hair and was coming from the Country
would
Road,
Club
Langley have chased him
with a gun?
Shouldn’t officers be
better trained in these sitwas
Mesa
uations?
unarmed, running into a
group of police officers
and Langley was behind
him waving his gun. If
Langley hadn’t accidentally shot Mesa, he could
have shot 2 police Officer.
There are hundreds of
"what ifs," but the fact
remains that Mesa is dead,
and his family was given
no compensation for his
death.
In November, the
Mesa family filed a
suit
wrongful -death
Clara
Santa
against
County and the deputy
for $15 million. They are
seeking damages for violation of civil rights.
Langley admits the
death of Mesa was an
accident. As a police officer, one mistake should
cosi you your badge and pin. The Mesa family should
have rec rived some type of compensation immediately,
rather than having to file a lawsuit. It is hoped that
%Mlle IIISIICe will be awarded to the Mesa family.

If Mesa had
been driving
a Lexus ... he
probably
would not
have been
shot. If he
had blond
hair and was
coming from
the Country
Club Road,
would Langley
have chased
him with a
gun?

Tricia Ilerrrra usa Spartan Daily Staff Welter

a Spartan 1)ady Staff Writer.
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marijuana to be used for medicinal purposes.
Anti -drug advocates claim that advertising
marijuana as therapeutic is increasing teen
usage. However, agencies gathered the teen usage statistics before the bills passed. Antidrug advocates cannot blow a smoke screen
around the truth: Marijuana is beneficial to
many chronic -disease sufferers.
In this case the truth must be told. The
federal government should step up and put
their money where it really counts, in drug
education programs that advocate the truth
about illicit drugs.

Opinion page
policies
Readen are encouraged to
morea.s themselves on the Opinion
par with a loner to the Editor or
Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor la a 200
word notionse to an issue or point
of view that Ima appear-rid in the
Spartan Diuly
A (Limp. Viewpoint ram 4616
word essay on ntrnInt campus,
political or soma!
Siibmiamone biotinur the proper
ty ado Sperton Deily and roily be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel
end length %bailmentsa mum
contain the uthorbi nmsne,
address, phone number. Aimtike,, and major.
Rohm:onionn may he put in the
Letters to the Editor boa sat the
Spartan Daily ono in Dwight
Rents) Hall R00111 2011, tient by fax
to 1401) 924-3231 or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of J0111111111M and Mama
Communications, Sian Jose State
University, One Washington
Square, San Jo., (:A 91192-0149
Editorials Sr. written by. and
are the ronouninss of. th
Spartan Daily editors, not lb*
staff.
Published opinion, and /Avertisements do not nemeitarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Dolly, the
School of ilotimaliam arid Wm
ConuntsnkatIons or SM.

Paying way through college teaches students more responsibility
governmeni?
(.1inton pledged in
Campus Viewpoint

his State of the 1 !mon
address to create the highest
Fell Grant nutcase in 20 years
I his may be good tor student,

but not for the tummy.
Ihroughotii niv career at SIM), I
have read articles in the Daily
containing complaints about
financial aid. The sentiments
always struck me as odd.
If I were getting free rminey or
interest -free loans, I would be
grateful: instead, I hear sorn
plaints about the amount of
money being received or the time
it takes to get it. ’I his feeds right
in t0 the agenda ol poll’ I( Ian% whir
promise niore free goodies. The
mantra of the niodern electorate
is, "((imene, gimme, gimme."
We are products of the
"Gimme Generation," a genera
tion who discovered they could
vote themselves money. We have
been reaping a hitter harvest ever
since. Millions of Americans are
trapped in the welfare Slate that
was created by the "Gimme
Generation," while millions more
receive other "entitlements," be it
corporate welfare, farm subsidies

or government grants. Where
does this money some from? The
money is taken lions those who
have Carnet] it and given to those
who haven’t.
Who are those people who

have earned it? It is taken out oldie pockets 01 normal, middle
Class families

1201111CS

SUCh

as

yours and mine. These families
already pay taxes to keep state -run
colleges afloat, then they are asked
to pay more to subsidize the students who attend them. This is
coupled with the fact that a large
percentage of student loans are
never paid back, further strapping
the taxpayers who already have to
pay more every time another
politician promises increases in
student aid or other programs.
there is a little exercise: Figure
out what it costs to attend SJSU,
then go door-to-door collecting
$IO from each person at gun
point. "But that’s silly," You say.
"It’s illegal to extort money."
Exactly. If we can’t take money
for this purpose, why should the

There is nothing wrong with
paying your way through college.
Doing it the hard way will teach
students more responsibility than
any lesson they can learn in a

classroom. The good things In life
cost something. Why should an
education be any different?
I’m not saying there aren’t
needy people 011i there. I can’t

help but wonder, though, how
many of those people receiving
financial aid own a nice car or an
expensive stereo system. We live
with luxuries that our parents
could never conceive of when
they were our age. It seems selfish
to ask the government to subsidize our education on top of
everything we have.
I qualify for financial aid, hut I
don’t take advantage of it. This is
in response to people who are
thinking, "That guy probably has
his daddy pay his tuition." I work
and struggle financially, but I do
not expect the government to pay
my way when I am perfectly able.
Gavin Curtis
Political science
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meeting today at 8 p.m. in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union. For more information call Alex at
279-9860.

Stephanie at 227-9637.

Test Your Body Fat

Faith and Food

The Department of Nutrition and Food Science
in conjunction with National Nutrition Month will
test your body fat. For $5 they will use Bioclectric
Impedance find out the percentage of body fat in
you. The testing will take place Central Classroom
Building Room 103 from 3-5 p.m. For more information call Kim Roth at 924-3110.

The Catholic Campus Ministry will hold a pizza
and lath discussion tonight from 7-9 p.m. The discussion will be held at the John XXIII Center, across
from the SIM.: Theater. For more information call
Ginn’ at 938-1610.

Food Bazaar applications are ready in the AS
Government Office after 3:30 p.m. For more information call Ja’Niece Allen at 924 6409.

Attend Daily Mass

’Ow Catholic Campus Ministry offers daily mass
from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the John )0CIII
Center, across from the SJSU Theater. For more
information call Ginny at 938-1610.

The Happiest Place On Earth

’Ehe Career Center is offering a presentation and
interview sign-ups from Disneyland. The presentation will take place today at 7 p.m. in Business
Classroom Building Room 4. For further information call the Career Resource Center at 924-6033.

Helping the Sick

Play arcade games

’Dicta Chi and Electronic Playground are sponsoring a nickel arcade. Starting March 4 the all day
arcade is a benefit for Big Brothers/big Sisters of
Santa Clara County. It will be held at Theta Chi 123
11th Street, 11th and San Fernando. For more information call Chris Dunlap at 279-9629.

See your way to the meeting

The Pre-( ptornetiy club will address those interested in learning about the medical and optometric
fields with informative lectures. The lectures will be
held today in the Guadelupe Room of the Student
Union between 6-7 p.m. For more information call
263-2435.

Teachers Conference

How Bazaar

’I he Student Chapter of California Teachers
Association will hold a program planning meeting
today from noon-1 p.m. The meeting will be held in
Sweeney Hall Room 335. For more information call

The Nurses Christian fellowship is offering a talk
on "Meeting the Spiritual Needs of Patients." The
talk will be held in the Costanoan Room today at 3
p.m. For more information call Diane Stegmeir at
279-6385.

offering a support
group for women of color with sexually transmitted
diseases. The group meets every Tuesday from 2:304 p.m. For more information call Brenda at 9245910.

Delta lambda Kappa will hold their first ever
meeting in the Pacheco Room the Student Union
from 4-6 p.m. today. For more information call
Rebecca Bowen at 864-9077

Model Your Brain

The Philosophy Department will hold a colloquiurn today at 4 p.m. in the University Club at 8th and
San Salvador. The featured speaker is Dr. Hubert I..
Dreyfus. He will lecture about, "Making a mind us,
modeling the brain: A Heideggerian Critique." For
more information call Prof. Dan Williamson at 9241317.
-Ile Celtic Heritage Club is having their general

Tay-Sachs

The Library Donations and Sales Unit will have
their ongoing book sale today and tomorrow from
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. The sale will take place at Wahlquist
Library North 408 and Clark library. For more
information call the Acquisitions office at 924-2705.

STD Support Group
sisu counseli4 ,crvice is

Be the First Ones

Celtic Heritage

Donate your old books, buy
some new ones

Come be recruited

Ihe Career ( :enter is offering a recruiting services
orientation today in the Alamaden Room. The orientation will be held at 2:30 p.m. For more information call the Career Resource Center at 9246033.

Sachsscreening Wednesday from 10 am.- 2 p.m. in
the Umunhum Room of the Student Union.
Screening will also take place later Wednesday in the
West Hall Formal Lounge from 5-7 p.m. For more
information call Dr, Oscar Battle at 924-6117.

Expose yourself to art

The School of An and Design is showing various
artist this week. Robin Jankowski’s sculpture will be
shown in Gallery 2 and Hau Tran’s Photo’s can be
seen in Gallery 3. Donna Russo, Riko Lopez, and
Rosellen Boog each have BFA exhibits in Galleries 5,
8 and Herbert Sanders respectively. For more information call Sarah Puckitt at 924-4330.

Tuesday Nite Lecture Series

The School of Art and Design will hold a lecture
by Rick Lopez, President of National Association of
Artists Organization. Lopez’ talk will be about
"Endangered Species: Live? Work Space." The lecture will be held in Art Room 133 from 5-6 p.m. For
more information call Andy at 924-4328.

Sports Illustrated Campus Fest

The Spartan Bookstore and Sports Illustrated are
putting on the corporate giveaway fest in the 7th
street plaza. Companies like American Express,
Milk, Hershey, 1 -800-COLLECT, and Geo will
have booths and will be giving things away. The
events will take place Wednesday and Thursday
from 10 am.- 4 p.m.

Get a Job

Job Fair ’97, sponsored by the Career Center, will
be held Wednesday from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. in the
Events Center. For more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6033

Free Tay-Sachs Screening
Ih,
olleting lice

Compiled By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Its.

Grub Club

Americans need to be screened as
continued from page 1
much as anyone else," Battle said.
both carriers of the recessive gene will "To whatever degree, we are all susbe born with Tay-Sachs.
ceptible to Tay-Sachs. This is an
"Anyone can carry the gene for opportunity to find out something
Tay-Sachs but some people are much about your genetic makeup and that’s
more predisposed than others," something we all need to know more
Parkin said. "In the general popula- about.
"If you want to start a family, this
tion, only one in 150 people are
believed to be a carrier. But in the is the only way to find out what your
Jewish population, one in 30 people unborn child is at risk of. With Tayare carriers of the gene."
Sachs, all kids die." Battle said.
Linda Foley, a genetic disease speThe Jewish population most at
risk is that of the Ashkenazi lineage of cialist at California State Health
Eastern Europe, not to be confused Services, said only one to two chilwith the Sephardic Jews of Northern dren die annually since statewide testAfrica and the Mediterranean region. ing began two years ago.
"Since there is no cure for the disDr. Oscar Battle of the San Jose
State Health Cepter urges those of ease and any child with it will die, the
non-Jewish descent to participate in only measures we can take are preventhe screening even though they are tative ones," Foley said. "There is still
not predisposed in terms of ethnicity. the three in four chance that two car"Latinos, Asians and African

riers will not have any problems with
having a Tay-Sachs-free child."
Once a couple has been diagnosed
as carriers and the woman becomes
pregnant, the fetus can be tested as it
develops within the mother’s womb.
Another option is testing the mother’s eggs for the disease. By doing so,
an egg not genetically disposed to
Tay-Sachs can be selectively fertilized.
Artificial insemination is another
measure a couple may take.
Foley stresses that this week’s
screenings are a free service that regularly costs $75 and strongly suggests
any one who plans to start a family to
take advantage of the service.
"The only people that need to
worry arc those who lifian’t been
screened," she said. "ifts only a teaspoon of your blood."

continued from page 1
carrying the program.
"We’re planning next year’s
card," he said.
Wing didn’t know how much
income the card generated for the
parent company based in Texas or
how much St’s’. had earned working in conjunction with them. The
bookstore earns a commission ot 20
percent on each card sold.
Because of negotiation problems, Wing said he’s not sure
whether that means the card will

However, she admitted that
"maybe only 5 percent" of diners
use the card there.
Bui Vut, a junior in computer
engineering, said he often eats off
campus and seemed very interested
after he was shown a brochure for
Grub Club. Vut said he was
unaware that such a program existed.
"I would be willing to look into
it, though," he said.

expire in June 1997, which is the
end of the academic year, or until
the next card is issued in August
1997, which is the end of the calendar year.
Anna Latino, an undersecretary
and cashier at Iguanas Taqueria on
South Third Street, said she’s
happy with the response she’s gotten front participating in the Grub
Club program. Iguanas offers 20
percent off food to those carrying
the Grub Club card.
"It’s a good way to promote the
restaurant," she said.
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FROM

Professors
To

Professions
Wells Fargo makes the transition from school to work simple. You’re alreadv acclimated to
success, and at Wells Fargo, we’ve gotten used to it ourselves, which makes the decision on
where to begin your career obvious. Starting with branch banking, for over 140 years, Wells
Fargo has pioneered the way people hank. And now, in an age where banking by mail. ATM
usage, and telephone banking are common practices, we’re looking ahead to the future with
24-hour cyber-banking, merging with the superhighway and moving into the supermarket.
So join a trailblazer as successful and dynamic as yourself. Explore the vast frontier of career
opportunities that Wells Fargo has to offer. We will be on campus for the following:

Attention Science Students!

JOB FAIR ’97

Wednesday, February 26th
10:00am - 3:00pm
SJSU Event Center

Support is a nationwide service dedicated to the

placement of scientific professionals in challenging
short and long term assignments. If you are majoring
in chemistry, biology, or a similar science, please see
us at the SJSU Job Fair. Let us help you start your

RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PERSONAL BANKING OFFICERS
BANKING CENTER MANAGERS

scientific career!
If you can’t stop by, please send your resume to: Wells Ii Recruitment i
420 Montgomery Street, 11th Floor, San Fran, es.o, CA 94161

is,

LAB SUPPORT
2105 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 250
San Jose, CA 95125
Telephone 408 371-8771
Facsimile 408 371-8775

LAB SUPPORT.

WELLS FARGO
k ii, M/F/kA’

EXPLORE THE NEW FRONTIER
HTTP://WWW.WELLSFARGO.COM/

Port of San Francisco
Sumfner jobs in Engineering
Comp. Sci. & Planning.
Into/appl. at Job Fair or
call 415-274-0425.
Appl. due 3/7/97. AA/EDE

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL
Note accepting applications!

Dedication
With Pride

It you want
Diversity
Challenge
’ Excitement

Collforolo 1411moy Patrol
re,

ir
s

je

t CD MAJORS.: t

Are you looking for a I ugh Paying,
NAEYC Accredited Child Care Center,
With Excellent benefits (Retirement, medical,
paid maternity leave, staff development)
in which you can grow professionally?
If so, come checkout CCLC, Inc. at the
SJSU Job Fair! Or call 408-732-2500

II 1 I

SAN JOSE
& "FOWERS

We are in search of
enthusiastic, professional, and
friendly people who would like
to become a member of the
Hilton team.
The following positions

are now available:

Banquet Captain
Bell Person
Busperson
Dishwasher
Hskpg. Room Attendant
Duality Assurance
Coordinator/Human Resources
Reservations Agent
Restaurant Food Server
Sales Receptionist
And Many Morel’
For more info please call:
(408) 947-4458. EOE

mervyn’s
Distribution Centers
have entry level
management
positions available.
Come check us out at
San Jose State
Job Faire
oil February 2G, 1997.

Excellent Salary

OFFICER CADET
Communiculion Operator I

Communication Operator II
SALARY. $2,708-$3,800/M0
Age 20-31 yrs. U.S citizen
H.S. diploma/GED
APPLICATION DEADLINE 4/10/97
WRITTEN EXAM 5/10/97
Slop in your local CAP office or call
707-648-4195

All Students Welcome
Over 185 Employers
Take a close look at your career options. Meet with employers from business,
industry, government, and health and human services who are eager to hire
for part-time or full-time, summer, co-op, internship, volunteer, and permanent
career positions. An updated list of employer participants and Tips on How to
be Successful at a Job Fair are available at: http://www.careercenter.sjsu.edu

Career Explorers:
Check out your options for the future

Job Seekers:
Professional attire and resumes are not required
but are highly recommended.

Coordinated by the

May & Aug.’97 Grads:

Career
Center

Include your resume in the Career Center
Resume Book - - bring 20 extra copies
of your resume to participate

San Jose Slate Untvers,ly
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Hitachi Computer Products (America), Inc.
Ready to take on the brave new world of business computing? At Hitachi
Computer Products America, Inc. (HICAPA), we’re capturing the global market
with an advanced, interoperable product line that includes internet productivity
software (Zoo Works), LAN and ATM switching and routing. From reliable
mainframe mass storage systems to software-only network products, there’s an
incredible array of design, manufacturing and marketing challenges awaiting
you at HICAPA. Think of what you can achieve with our splendid resources,
superb reputation for quality - and our remarkable team force.
Systems Engineering
We have Co-op openings in two departments:
Hardware Engineering
Come visit us at the Job Fair. Bring your resume,
interview attire and a smile.
Hitachi is proud to be an equal oppurtunity employer.

" myfuture@synopsys.com "
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VLSI*

Technology
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SOP US at the ape ttttttog SJSU Job Fair ’97

Right now,

VLSI Engineers are creating
technology solutions
for real world challenges...

VLSI Technology is a leading designer and
manufacturer of application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs)and application-specific standard products
(ASSPs) in the communications, consumer digital
entertainment and computing markets.
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From multimedia computers and set-top boxes, to
digital video and virtual reality games, to wireless and
network communications, and encryption tools,
innovations from VLSI will make tomorrow’s systems
a reality. You could be on the cutting edge of
technology in the DYNAMIC environment of VLSI.

..11111/11111,4S
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BS/MS Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering,
Computer Science and MIS students, stop by the
Career Center to submit resumes and for more
detailed information about our opportunities
Check out our website at www.vlsi.com
E0E/M/F/DIV

Be the master of
your own mind.
search of talented visionaries to join our winning team.
Let GTE put your career on the road to success.
We have opportunities in the following areas:
Software Engineers
Hardware Engineers
Come see us at the Job Falr Wednesday,
February 26, In the Events Center.
For further information on opportunities
at GTE, check out our home page:
jobs.mtv.gtegsc.com. You can earn top pay and
generous benefits and work a unique 9-day.
80-hour scnedule per pay period that lets you
maximize your fun by giving you 26 3-day week
ends per year. If you are unable to visit with us
on campus, send your resume to: GTE, Dept.
CW-SU, M/S 7041, PO Box 7188, 100
Ferguson Drive, Mountain View, CA 94039;
FAX: (415) 966-3162: e-mail:
resumes@mtvgtegsc.com
An equal opportunity employer.
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Visit us at the Career Fair on
February 26
Career and Co-op opportunities

Its time to take the next step toward a successful future. We want you to consider the
many advantages available to you at GTE. We
offer an environment based on small groups
working as teams with the support of a global
industry giant behind them. And, by taking
advantage of this opportunity to form a partnership with GTE, you’ll find yourself ahead
working with the most advanced technologies
found in the industry today.
Right now, we’re visiting college campuses in

J1111

BANK of the WEST
Bank or the West is one of Northern California’s
leading financial institutions and our continued
growth and success in the San Jose Region has
created immediate opportunities for qualified sales
and service professionals:
Part-Time Tellers (excellent for student’s hours.)
New Accounts Reps
Asst. Customer Service Managers
Sales Managers
Branch Managers
Stop by and meet face-to-face with on-site Hiring
Managers at our booth during the campus job fair
on February 26th. Some banking/cash handling
experience preferred. If you can’t attend, send/fax
your resume to: Bank of the West, 1450 Treat Blvd.,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596. Fax (510) 937-1066.E0E.

System
Engineering
Opportunities
Imoking for a career; not just a
job’? Fireman’s Fund is looking
for Systems Engineers Trainees
who want to solve business problems, not just apply technology.
We seek people who are eager to
grow and learn and who can
demonstrate initiative and ownership.
Fireman’s Fund leads the
insurance industry in utilizing high technology and
state-of-the-art computer
systems in every
aspect of our
business. As a
Systems Engineer Trainee, you
will work at the Home Office in
Navato, California, 80 miles north
of San Francisco, near
California’s wine country.
Following a three month structured training program you will
work in a team environment with
Business Analysts and other

Systems Engineers to develop
automated solutions to complex
business problems.
You will work closely with our
business partners and be able to
see the impact of you work.
We are seeking bright, energetic
people and prefer a Bachelor’s
degree in MIS or Computer
Science but will consider
other degrees. We require
a 3.0 GPA and two semesters of the same procedural language ((’.
C++, CORAL, etc.).
For additional information, visit
our booth at Job Fair 197,
February 26th, 10am-3pm, at the
Event Center. Check out our web
site at www.the-fund.com.

Equal Opportunity
Employer M/1:71)

Coordinated by the
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San Jose State University
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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BY THE WAY,
HAVE WE MENTIONED THE COST OF BOOKS?

.*Job

Opportunities

You have more than just education on your mind. UPS has
part-time Jobs that respond to these concerns. Unloading and
loading lobs start at $8.35 per hour. UPS Jobs also provide
important medical and dental benefits, and opportunities for
student loans. We otter all this for working 3-4 hours s day, five
days a week. UPS can help solve your economic problems so
you can focus on your academic ones.

of Santa Clara
flow hiring!

Girl Scouts

County

Empower girls at our Resident or
Day camps, fuU of high adventure
activities! join our Team!
Stop bg or call: 4011-217-4170

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

24 Hour Toll-Free Job Hotline

1-888-562-4877
or,pontact Campus Job Placement - Business Classroom 13
. M4Woosotinseet~I4ieifieekriartitc,.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A REAL CAREER?

PSYCHOLOGY?
SOCIAL WORK?
EDUCATION?
SOCIOLOGY?

If you are ready to be challenged in todays workforce, feel
that your potential has been overlooked and are tired of
broken promises of a great new career....
Then it’s Time You Did Something About It!

If you are in one of the above programs or a related field
and are looking for exciting opportunities after graduation,
come visit us at the career fair on Feb. 26th! Seneca Center
is hiring for the following positions:

SALES MANAGEMENT / TRAINEE

RESIDENTIAL & OVERNIGHT COUNSELORS
ADMIN. & CLASSROOM ASSISTANTS
ACTIVITY LEADERS
If you are unable to attend the career fair, please contact
Seneca Center for more information at (510) 481-1222
xl 75 or visit our web-site: www.senecacenter.org

R.S. Hughes Company Inc., is a large local multi-branch industrial distributor of adhesive, tapes, abrasives and safety equipment. We have immediate openings for 4 year college degreed individuals for
expansion position. The right individuals will enjoy rapid progress to P&L responsibility, salary, bonuses
and benefits are provided. For those who are ready to get started on a real career path, send resume to:
R.S. HUGHES Co., Inc.
P.O.Box 3515
R.S. HUGHES CO., mac /
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3515

$4.11111P.OrP
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GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!

IF YOU’VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

FORECAST ANALvst Must be able to perform a high degree of
quantitative protects Gather and analyze data, customer reports; interpret order
trends, market development, and sales forecast. Required: EIS/Business, Econ. or
State.
NIATEItIALS, PLANNING AND CONTROL (MPC) MANAGER: Need
hands-on planning and management experience. Responsibilities include:
company -wide inventory planning process. ensuring lead-times and fill rate
objectives, and production scheduling
QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR, Accountable for product testing
at plant level, establishing programs/procedures/policies, laboratory
inspection/sampling programs. and audits
knowledge id IIACCP’S,
SECRETA KY
support 20.
for all

Must have managing skills and
and SPC

S:11111.111011. I ;Mrs.

Need PC proficiency in AmiPro and Lotus. Responsibilities to

111:111:1gCts

111:11111LIC Wring

and supervisors, budgeting process. and special projects

meas

COMPUTER OPF:RATOR Candidate ’trust have proficiency in PC.
IIIM/AS41/11. and experience in data princessing and computer maintenance
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Must have executive secretarial
experience, and podiciency in It. Dictaphone and 10 -key. lit support of
!Mance/Controllership Department
PURCHASING SUPPORT CLERK General office/clerk experience is a
inioa Duties include clerk support. mailing, data entry, copy machine
maintenance. ;mil inventory control

people will ever set foot in an office
Few
like this. But then, few people have what it takes to be
a Marine Officer Officer Candidates School (OCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a
future beyond anything you could tmagsna
The

At OCS you’ll develop the qualities you need to hp
come a Marine Officer Invaluable training that coukl
lead to an exciting career in aviation If you’ve got
what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
Quid get an office with a spectacular view

(1111(11t

For more information, contact Captain Sosa at the Career Fair on Feb 27th or
call 1-800-967-USMC ext. 1741. E-mail: dsosa@aol.com.

Career
Center
San JoN Slat* Univsnity

Tour i mum 11011 is all 1119rid 0141,4’

Need administrative/secretarial and
Reismsibilifies include: manage accounts, princess domestic
orders and samples. cuslionei service, invoice adjustments, maintain customer
IS’ experience

specifications files, mil prepare Canadian export documents.
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Longs Drug Stores is a major force in the retail drug industry,
which makes our personnel among the finest. To maintain
exceptionally strong growth, we continually search for highly
motivated individuals.
Management Trainee requirements:
Four-year degree or two-year degree and two years of
retail experience or ’bur years of full time retail expe
ries*.
*Must have good communication skills, verbal, and
written.
Must be able to pass a basic skills test and work a
variety of shifts.
Previous experience working with the public iii a
cashier capacity is a definite plus.
Longs offers excellent benefits: medical, dental, vision care, paid
sick-days, holidays, profit sharing, and a 401K plan, employee
purchase privileges.
Send or Fax: Deana Wynne
2700 Homestead
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408)247-5186
FAX: (408)554-6418

WE NEED YOU
DENRON is a manufactunn9 company that provides engineering
expertise in the building of wire harnesses and cable assemblies for
HIGH TECH industries. Denron is customer focused in providing its full
range of products and services. We are currently looking to fill our
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR position. DENRON is also looking to
hire application engineers and process engineers.
The PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR is responsible for supervising the
activities of assembly workers: monitoring and irrproving product quality,
rxoductivity, and efficiency; and planning and coordinating manufacturing
and production resources to meet customer needs.
Requirements for the position include:
BS Degree in either: Engineering, Business Administration,
Manufacturing Management (or equivalent experience)
Good communications skills
Leadership and team skills
Good customer service skills
PC literate is a plus

Are You Looking for a Career in Biotech
and Pharmaceutical Research?
Quint* rtgi y lifan. the perfect
Quintiles Pacific, Inc. is a contract research
organization which provides a wide roue of
clinical research services for biotech and
pharmaceutical clients worldwide. Drawing
on the expertise of our talented staff, we
dramatically increase our client’s research
and reporting capabilities. Our organization
currently has job openings for undergraduates,
graduate and other interested parties in the following areas:
Biology / Health Sciences
Psychology / Sociology
Statistics
’Computer Sciences

Come visit us at our booth at the JOB FAIR
or send resumes to:
DENRON, INC.
ATTN: Employmert / Training Coordinator
PO BOX 612797
San Jose, CA 95161-2797 or you can fax us at: (408)436-2661

danronINC
Wr,cea..nce4;,..

If you possess the gbove mentioned skills, we would like to
talk to you at the Sea Jose State University Job Fair.
Please bring a remit. For more information call John
Sowers at:
’
(415)43101 t
Ilfltih4QlI ,,f’

(415)96
J Sowers

Ofild Development Incorporated
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WHAT DOES CINTAS OFFER?

DIRECTORS / ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
TEACHERS AND TEACHER AIDES

Industry Leader
Ranked #1 in Customer Satisfaction
$700 Million in Sales in FY’96

Exciting Growth
27 Consecutive Years of Growth
Compounded Growth of 24% in Sales
Compounded Growth of 35% in Profits

SCHOOL AGE, PRESCHOOL,
INFANT/TODDLER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. . . .
FT/PT Schedules Available

Comprehensive Benefits
Including Health/Dental
Insurance, 401K and Paid Sick,
Vacation, and Holiday Time

Commitment to Quality
Ongoing Training
High/Scope Curriculum

RIE Philosophy

CUPERTINO, SUNNYVALE, SAN JOSE, MORGAN HILL,
CAMPBEL I AND REDWOOD CITY LOCATIONS
For More
Information,
Call (408) 371-9900
or
(408) 235-9335
(24-Hour Hotline)

Ser wria Conform.’ Formher.
For 27 Years

F01

Career Opportunities
Management Trainee
Sales Representative
Sales Associate
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Bank of America

Explore The Worlds Of Opportunity At

BANK OF AMERICA
As you approach your final year of college and begin your search for
career opportunities, please consider Bank of America. We are one of the
nation’s three largest financial institutions with operations in 47 states and 38
countries. At Bank of America, we commit ourselves to excellence and meet
every challenge with enthusiasm. We recognize this dedication and believe in
hiring key players with this kind of drive.

U

Bank of America is currently recruiting Graduating Seniors for full-time opportunities in our Systems Engineering Entry Level Training Program and our Support
Operations Management Training Program. Candidates with a BA or BS
degree in ANY MAJOR with minimum overall GPA of 3.0 will be considered.
Bank of America is also seeking juniors and seniors for our Academic
Summer Internship within our Corporate Audit division. Candidates with a minimum overall CPA of 3.0 pursuing a degree in Business, Finance, Accounting,
or Internal Audit will be considered.
Campus interviews for our Systems Engineering Entry Level Training
Program will be conducted on Monday, March 3, 1997. Please contact the
Career Center for more details or submit cover letter and resume to the
address below:
Bank of America
Corporate College Relations #19959
PO. Box 37000
San Francisco, CA 94137
Attn: ELT Program

Intel is coming to
San Jose State University
Learn more about career opportuntes wen Irtel n Santa
Representabves tan Inters Ste Sevces organized=
wri be on campus deassing cpportuntes n bakes and
manulacturng tectrscal support postons

CMID.

San Jose State University Career Fair
Wednesday, February 26, 10 am. to 3 p.m.
Event Center

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Computer Engineering

Come stop by the Bank of America booth at JOB FAIR 97 on February 26th.

Students proficient n meshanical engneerng, chemical
engineerng, or manulacturng eripeerng, wth an nterestii
Meki4g with the worlds rnost proftable semixoduztor
company, should stop by and veil us.

Chemical Engineering
Industrial Engineering

Meet our recruiters and hiring managers of discuss you career goals.
Come and explore the worlds of opportunity at Bank of America.

Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Management

S.A. positions ndude:
Fats:Nies Pmject Engeneees
Fealties
RI4Meec=rs
Engneers
FaCiiieS Contipts Engineers
Chernical Engineers, OM Ptse VValer (UPW)

a LPRISE- prit4

Summer Internships in the folowng areas:
Electrical Enneerirg
MechaniallEryneerng
Chantal Engineerig

OWW4tebtanall
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THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has opportunities for you!! We are looking for graduating
seniors who are sales oriented and self motivated
and want a career in Management. Ideal candidates
will have work experience in sales, customer service,
fast-paced retail, participated in team sports, or held
leadership roles in student clubs. If your interested In
a career with an industry leader that will provide
tremendous opportunities.

STOP BY OUR BOOTH
AT THE SJSU CAREER FAIR!

FEBRUARY 26, 1997
4--) Enterprise
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PARAMOUNA UREA, AmERiCA ANd RACiiNfi WATFRS 11A1h iMMIdiATI openings iN jobs flint (iivi
YOU SOMFIlliNiti MOST jobs (torsrt 1215UMF FRAIFRIA1 ANd IXOERiINCIE. SO, IOSE the Of ANd
10100 I 1)01Rf dom. OUR jobs offot mom!
Play in the park for free. Earn comp tickets for your friends and family.
Apply for a scholarship. Seasonal medical insurance. Movie premieres.
Themed panics. Grill days. Volleyball and Basketball tournaments.

TAKING LIGHT RAIL FROM &MU?
Weve got a FREE shuttle from the light rail station to our front door!

IF unable to stop by our
booth, call 1-800-BST-RE
f."

’

am

G.1,1,..;

Finance, Food Service, Games, Guest
Relations, Marketing, Merchandise,
Payroll,
Public Relations, Sales, Security, Shows,
Sign Design and Training

Coordinated by the

L.

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE!
ON -SITE TRAINING!
Paramount’s Great America
2401 Agnew Road, Santa Clara, Ca 95054
(408)986-5836
Fax (408)986-5950
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Sales
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If you’re an energetic. highly motivated profi,!,..0 owl who is ready to work for a company that’s cutting edge and constantly changing, then you need to get the inside track
on these winning opportunities at Sprint Inside and held sales positions are available at
various locations across the United States Other sales and sales support positions are
also available
Well reward you with the lait hauling in the business, a full range of benefits, and all the tools you need
to succeed For more information. fax your resume to 1-888 BST-1FAX. Or send your resume to: Sprint,
Dept. TR, 8140 Ward Parkway. Mailstop MORCMP0107, Kansas City, MO 64114. Find us on the Internet
at. http//www.sprint.corn
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Vt/310
Think Adobe NIustrator. Adobe Photoshop, PostScript, Adobe Acrobat
When
your products lead the industry yew after yew, you have plenty to striae about H
you believe rt’s possible to have fun while developing the creative products of the
future, come see us at

090/Ir
MICR

Adobe Wilts San Jose State
Tuesday, February 25th
12 30pm 2 00pm Costanoan Room, Student Union
«A copy ot Adobe tumor di be raffled oR to ono lucky

On-Campus Interviews
Monday, March 3rd
Sign up in the Career Center
Build your resume co the web at http://vmw.adobe.com or mad it to Adobe
Systems, College Recruiting, 345 Park Ave., San Jose, Ca 95110
Adolic
Lockl.ne I/ ,11. um 4...4 tor .n de n
C 1 91/ Aft. Sc.., ,rnopcoolicl
nito.
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WANTED: DEPUTY SHERIFF
IINTRY LEVEL POSITION)

Bay Apartment Communities
is a fully integrated, multifamily real estate company focused
on the acquisition, development, construction, reconstruction and management of
high quality apartment communities containing 6,450
apartment homes and has
been operating in its market
since 1978. The company’s
stock is traded on the NYSE
under the symbol "BYA."

WE PRY YOU
TO GO TO
THE ACADEMY

rchitect
nfinite
Poselbilities.

HAY Al’ARTIENT
CON1N11. ’NI’l’IIS

MINIMUM OLUILIFICHTIONS
*CALIFORNIA DRIVERS LICENSE
IIIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA / GEO
NIT LEAST ?RYAS OLD 6 MONTHS

OF AGE RT MT OF APPLICATION
NAUST BE US CITIZEN OR PERMANENT
RESIDENT ALIEN ELIGIBLE FOR CITIZENSHIP

SRLRRY: $3,577 -$4,343/MONTH

FJ:1

NO PRIOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
114PIRIFNCI NCISSRRY
The Personal Computer Division of Unisys Corporation
’,stomer
Order Fulfillmem organization which supplies PC workstations and servers to the business and
government marketplaces Our team of talented professionals are similar to architects in the
respect that they design innovative products to not only meet - but exceed - customers
expectations If you share our enthusiasm, build a future of boundless opportunities with
Unisys’
Diverse opponunales exist in our San Jose facility for graduates with degrees in the following
disciplines

SLIriV
III 0,t;rrigrillo,

EHRMINATION DATE: APRIL 12,1997

Visit us at the Job Fair on Wednesday, February 26th!
If unable to attend, call 1.800-339-1755
Or visit our web site at www.pc.unisys.com

mins

OR CONTACT: DEPUTY SHANNON McGRATH
(510) 335-1533
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Accounting Manager
Purchasing Manager
RI’ Microvtase ’lest Enginner
Senior Planner

COUGAR COMPONENTS
ATTN: Human Resources
384 Santa Frinita Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

livaierromii.

We’re looking for people who
look at this glass and say:
"There’s gotta be other
glasses of water."

Can you Deliver?
Airborne Express is one of
the nation’s fastest-growing
express delivery companies.
We have the following job
opportunities in the Bay Area:

We are an equal oppoilontly employer committed to WOO forte diversity

gir

Supervisor
Supervisory experience- strong
customer service orientation
Strong organizational. problem
solving and interpersonal skills
Demonstrated leadership ability
4 -year college degree
Transportation or distribution
experience a plus

If you’ve been taught that the
corporate world is cold and heartless,
get ready for an education.
In till: I9 SIMI, III xii tAlSiVIICC, .111
Eduard. has hecome air, iii the aorld’s
largest solos are Clomponics
eon is lug or
merge annual resents,: gnnsth rate of 511’; .
With that kind ill incredible gmoilt, trio ought
think tour people hate heen left behind.
I /MN
ime agenda at .1.1)
troth is. ts’eril
quality and escellence rut CSC!,
Edaards
air agenda dual requires total
[hung SSC dlr.
dedication from all ol our people. It also
wore, art C11%111,111111:111 in %illicit Off people
:111. treated ad!, complete respect, and gis
an unequaled oppirtintits lii succeed. ’Elie
result is that the stork] of .1.1). haloards is a
gii as far as %OW 11111111oorld ohere
111111% and talent a ill idiom.

Job Fair ’97
Feb. 2(, 1997
university Events
Center
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

growing electronics
manufacturing company, has
these openings:

408-522 -3839-FAX

Successful candidates will possess the 5 key attributes that set Unisys employees apart Iron
the rest - Client lied,, atpd Iferolir r,/,6-en Tea", I e,mtnmrni fit ivnfe iii

Visit us
on campus:

COAIRONINTI

Cougar Components, a rapidly

See us at the Job Fair
Or
FAX/Send Resume to:

COME VISIT OUR BOOTH RIME JOB FAIR!

ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
SALES/MARKETING

Wel.11.0116140101. ii

V-VCOUGAR

NC are seeking technical and nont-techitical
graduates null Iil’As oil 3.11 in. greater. Be
look for people alum: altitude, accomplish.
merits and prohkmosolsing skills indicate .1
strong potential for Wet: ,, % S. Leadership.

teitimstirk, Ilesihilits and the desire to nork
is all customers are also 10:1 IlldiCiliors
Speeille teu,lrntux,al skills include ( : and Inn. as

We need people capable of going
beyond half-full or half-empty
thinking. People who see subtleties.
Who are quite frankly bored by easy
answers and off-the-shelf solutions.
People who are constantly
challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new ideas and
knowledge.
You’ll have a degree from a top
school. Getting a job won’t really be
an issue. The question is: which
job? Which industry?
You don’t want to get locked
Into one area and then discover
three to five years from now that
you don’t like It. By then you’ve
Invested too much.
0 1990 Aodersen Coomullist M& C,. SC

Andersen Consulting offers you
the chance to work on a variety
of projectswith clients in a wide
range of industries.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business
advantage. Every hour of every
business day, we Implement a
solution to help one of our more
than 5,000 clients worldwide.
What makes that possible is the
quality of our people. And the
quality of our training. We’re known
for both.
Because business and
technology are ever-changing, we
see training as a continuing
..00ww,,canwii.,.... MUM

process. And our $123-million
Center for Professional Education In
St. Charles, Illinois, is just one
measure of our commitment. We
train you for a careernot just a job.
Are you the kind of person we’re
talking about? The kind of person
with an unquenchable desire for
challenge and professional growth?
If so, come talk to us. And
find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

Sales Representative
1 year sales experience
4 year college degree (3.0GPA)
Strong leadership, problem
solving and interpersonal skills
Excellent communications skills
Strong customer service skills
Energetic, set -motivated

Airborne Express offers
competitive salaries, excellent
benefits and the opportunity for
advancement. Please stop by
and see us at our booth. We are
an equal opportunity employer

iliRBORNE
EXPRESS.

Engineering, Computer Science and MIS Majors

aell as 141wr prograi lllll in,g languages.
II 1041.1e 0116;1141g WW1 a Bachelor’s

re

Slaster:n degree in Computer Science.
Information S)stems, or Engineering
(Salaam I)eschipmcni). n.m ii Bachelor’s
degree in Ai:connoting ow Finance, ise monki
like to %Pia is ith )ou on campus. 11 SIM are
tunable to sox rusts bile sse are MICIII111111%.1:1011.
.1.11. hilts anis World Solutions
Net

( :Amman), M111 Anton Rind., Suite 300,1
MeSii.
I
9263(1
or emiail us at:
hr westVilethsards.com We also unite too
tin cheek us mit on the Internet at
n xc ss.jultslss ardS.C1 all
Sum

hatial Opportunit) Emploser

MEET A RECENT SAN JOSE STATE GRAD!
With all that’s going on this month, don’t forget to mark your calendar to meet with us and learn first
hand about our challenges and rewards. You could soon be joining recent San Jose State University
grads who are now members of the Andersen Consulting team.
SJSU Job Fair 97:
February 26th, 10:00am -3:00pm
Events Center

Information Session:
March 5th, 12:30pm - 2:00pm
Business Classroom Building, Room 4

...in preparation for interviews on March 10th or March 13th.
Be sure to turn in your completed Andersen Consulting Personal Data Pack (available at
the Career Center) by the Wednesday, March 5th deadline.
Find out more about us on the Internet at http://www.ac.com
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Marketplace
continued from page 1
said vendor fairs are good because it
can be an opportunity for other cultures to be exposed to something they
wouldn’t otherwL sec.
"African Americans are generally
aware of their own culture (and heritage), but other cultures aren’t as
aware of our culture," he said. "It’s
just recently, since the civil rights
(movement), that society has moved
toward accepting the culture. It seems
that seeing is appreciating, then there
can be dialogue."
Lidya Lesfaye, a student walking
around the Union, said the marketplace and Black History are important.
"I think it’s a good idea because
there is not a lot of African stuff at
SJSU," she said, adding that she didn’t think activities should be limited
to just Black History Month.
Nyagaka echoed the sentiment but
said that is not up to a celebration
such as Black History Month to break
down racial barriers. He said people
could go around and play politically
correct games, but interaction is paramount to achieving understanding.

"Any interaction breaks down barriers. It doesn’t matter the starting
point," he said. "But it’s only a starting point (to understanding)."

"Any interaction
breaks down
barriers. It doesn’t
matter the starting
point. But it’s only a
starting point (to
understanding)."
Nac Nyagaka,
Marketplace vendor
Vendor Uraline Ozan agreed that
any understanding between races and
cultures is a good thing but refuses to
limit herself with being only African
American.
"It’s important to know all cultures. I don’t think (things like this)

should be limited to blacks," she said.
"I personally feel things like this
could be A dividing line of hate.
Because we are saying you excluded
us, but now we are going to exclude
you."
She doesn’t say this as an inflammatory remark but rather, as a view
from the real world.
"I think it is important to
acknowledge that we (African
Americans) are here, but that’s as far
as I would take it," Ozan said. "I have
worked shows where I’m the minority, but I’ve also worked things like
Italian festival."
David Larimore, an artist walking
around with paint-splattered clothes,
said he thinks all art is beautiful.
"Things like this increases feelings
of beauty for different cultures,"
Larimore said.
Nyagaka, who is a real free spirit,
said he is excited about being at SJSU
because educated people are generally
more open to new ideas and cultures.
"There are a lot of people with different perspectives, and I think that’s
important. It’s a first step," Nyagaka
said.

Judge fights tobacco
NEW ORLEANS (AP) A
judge refused Monday to throw out a
lawsuit accusing the nation’s largest
tobacco companies of manipulating
nicotine levels in cigarettes to keep
smokers hooked.
U.S. District Judge Ginger
Berrigan rejected arguments by the
tobacco industry that the plaintiffs
waited too long under Louisiana’s
one-year time limit to sue, even
though their lawsuit is in federal
court.
"We think the ruling by the court
is incorrect. We’re going to be looking at ways to get it reviewed," said
Michael York, a lawyer for Philip
Morris Inc., the maker of Marlboro,
the nation’s top-selling brand.
York said the tobacco companies
could ask for a rehearing before
Berrigan or go to the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
The tobacco industry has suggested that the clock for lawsuits started
, ticking when the addiction issjie
became well-publicized, with a 1988
Surgeon General’s report labeling
nicotine as addictive.
But lawyers for Dianne Castano,
whose husband, Peter, died of lung
cancer, and pharmacist Ernest Perry,
who claims addiction to nicotine, said
the issue is when the plaintiffs became

"We think the ruling
by the court is
incorrect. We’re
going to be looking
at ways to get it
reviewed."
Michael York,
Lawyer for Phillip Morris Inc.
aware of the nicotine-manipulation
issue.
The lawsuit was filed in 1994, one
week after the head of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration told a congressional committee that the tobacco
industry had suppressed evidence
about the addictive qualities of cigarettes.
"The plaintiffs’ earlier knowledge
of an inability to quit, or ’addiction,’
does not preclude a later claim against
(the tobacco industry) for supplying
the cause of that inability,- the judge
wrotc.

The suit had been given classaction status at one point by another
federal judge, meaning that smokers
from across the country could join in.
Last year, the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled that the suit could
not be expanded to class-action
because it would be too unwieldy.
Since then, a consortium of attorneys has filed similar suits asking for
class-action status in the courts of 17
states.
All of the suits contend the tobacco industry knew that nicotine was
addictive and nicotine levels in cigarettes were manipulated to keep
smokers hooked.
In addition, 22 states have sued
tobacco companies in an attempt to
recover millions of dollars of public
funds spent to treat smoking-related
health problems.
Defendants in the federal and state
suits are Philip Morris Inc., R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., The
American Tobacco Co. Inc., Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp. and
the industry’s lobbying arm, The
Tobacco Institute.
The tobacco industry insists nicotine is neither addictive nor manipulated, and says class actions are inappropriate because every smoker reacts
differently to cigarettes.

A.S.
continued from page 1
the corner of Eighth and San
Salvador streets, were debated at
the Jan. 29 AS. board meeting.
The operating committee originally created by the bill is not an
appropriate decision -making unit
for the next stage of production.
Yaghmai said.
He also said the committee that
saw the center through its first
phase was large, and it is not feasible to call a sizable group of people
together to make a decision about

what kind of pipes the new facility
should have.
A new committee, composed
mostly of students, will oversee the
operation of the center when it
opens, and A.S. will hire a director.
Students have been paying an
$8 fee to be used for the construe (ion of the center. According to
Yaghmai, the fee will eventually
drop to $5 and be used to pay for
maintenance of the facility and
salaries of employees.
Thc readings Wednesday will

Kismet
continued from page 1
waiting to get their work into the
gallery.
"As you can see there is a lot of
freedom of expression," Walden said.
The current collection of art is
pan of the gallery’s eighth show.
Kismet has been open for eight
months now, and Walden said they
have sold a "respectable amount of

"This is definitely
one of the hangouts
downtown. It’s laid
back, and everyone
here comes to enjoy
the atmosphere and
each other."

The art attracts what Fritz called
"a more upscale crowd," but Fritz
said Kismet draws a wide variety of
people. Ray Avila, a patron of Kismet
and employee of neighboring South
First Billiards agreed.
A lot of different ethnic groups
come to the gallery, according to
Avila, who noted that many people
from neighboring businesses often go
to Kismet.
"This is definitely one of the hang-

Ray Avila
Patron at Kismet
outs downtown. It’s laid back, and
everyone here comes to enjoy the
atmosphere and each other. Overall
this is a nice place," Avila said.
Kismet serves the full range of cof-
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and Mohamed Hashi, the Hargeisa
mayor, came in third with 2 votes.
All candidates were required to be
Muslims, be married to Somali
women and live in Somaliland. One
was disqualified because his wife was
British.
The Issaq clan of Somaliland

YOSHINOYA RESTAURANT

1.1.

:
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-51; ’es for7..4
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rebelled against Siad Barre. vslio
seized power from Egal in 1969 in a
bloodless coup, and formed the
Somali National Movement in 1981.
An estimated 5,000 Isaaq were killed
when Barre’s Somali army launched
reprisal attacks against the SNM
rebels in 1988.

On 4th and San Fernando Street
(only 1 minute walk from San Jose State)
Open 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily
78 South 4th Street. San Jose. Phone 287-0200

30 YEARS, YOU’LL SPEND
60,000 HOURS

OVER THE
NEXT

MAKING

fees, mochas, lattcs and cappuccinos,
with a variety of flavors. They also
offer a lunch menu designed to provide food made from quality ingredients without taking too much time,
according to Fritz.
In the coming weeks, Kismet will
receive a license to sell alcohol,
though the owners said this will not
alter the theme of the establishment.
"It’s definitely not going to be a
bar," Walden said.
Fritz and Walden are looking into
some evening entertainment options.
In the past, Kismet has hosted
company parties for Apple and a
gles’ event for Metro.
For the past six months. Tuesdas
nights at the gallery have hosted
Bakatalk, a poetry night. In the future
there may be a night reserved for a DI
playing jazz, or possibly a time set
aside for live music.

GRAND OPENING

Somaliland president re-elected
MOGADISHU, Somalia (Al’) -Clan leaders in the breakaway republic of Somaliland have re-elected
Mohamed Ibrahim Egal as their president, the Somali press reported
Monday.
Egal, a former prime minister of
Somalia, was elected with 223 of 315
votes cast by show of hands over the
weekend in Hargeisa, capital of the
self-proclaimed republic. Somaliland
is not recognized internationally.
Somaliland broke away from
Somalia in May 1991, five months
after the ouster of the late dictator
Mohamed Siad Barre. The rest of
Somalia disintegrated into a fiefdom
of warring clans.
The former colony of British
Somaliland has been spared much of
the factional fighting and appears to
have achieved political and economic
stability under F.gal.
More than 10 candidates contested the presidency.
Suleiman Gaal, a former minister
of education in Said Barre’s government, came in second with 90 votes.

be the third and final time the proposed bills will be brought before
the A.S. board. After a bill is read
three times, it automatically
becomes legislation. Since both
bills were debated at the Jan. 29
meeting of the A.S. Board of
Directors, Barnett said the reading
Wednesday is more of a formality.
Thc A.S. Board of Directors
will meet at 3 p.m. Wednesday in
the A.S. council chambers.
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The fun doesn’t have to stop when the
paychecks start. Especially if you join
Adobe. We offer big-company success
with a small -company attitude. Of
course, we didn’t become the world’s
third -largest personal computer software
developer without lots of hard work. But
when your products lead the industry
year after year, enriching the way that
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everyone communicates, you have plenty
to smile about. So if you agree that it’s
possible to have fun while doing satisfying, interesting work, Adobe may be the
place for you. To find out more about job
opportunities at Adobe, contact Career
Planning and Placement and sign up for
an interview.

Presentation Tues, Feb 25, 12:30 - 2:00pm
Costanoan Room, Student Union
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UPCOMING EVENTS

TODAY
Baseball at Saint Mary’s
2 p m., Moraga
Softball v. Hawaii
2 p m., Twin Creeks
Men s tennis at Stanford
1 30 p.m., Stanford
Sharks at Florida
Lasers at Columbus
ABL playofts game 2

WEDNESDAY
Softball v Hawaii
2 p m , Twin Greeks
Warriors at Detroit

THURSDAY
Mans basketball

at San Diego State, 7 p.m
Women’s swimming
WAC Championships
San Antonio, Texas
Lasers at Columbus
if necessary

FRIDAY
Women’s tennis v UC Irvine
2 p m , Spartan Courts
Softball v. Utah
2 p m , Twin Creeks
Women’s basketball at Tulsa
Baseball v Hawaii
1 p m , Municipal Stadium
Women’s gymnastics
UC Davis and Cal
7.30 p.m., Spartan Gym
Women’s swimming
WAC Championships
San Antonio, Texas
Hockey club v. Palmer College
745 p.m . Ice Centre
Sharks at Hartford
Warriors at New Jersey

SATURDAY
Baseball v. Hawaii
1 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Softball v. Sacramento State
1 p.m., Twin Creeks
Men’s Tennis at Cal Poly SI 0
Meri’s basketball at Hawaii
10:35 p.m., Honolulu
Women’s swimming
WAC Championships
San Antonio, Texas
Men’s gymnastics
UC Santa Barbara Invitational
Hockey club v. Moorpark College
745 p.m., Ice Centre
Sharks at Toronto
Warnors at Washington

SUNDAY
Baseball v. Hawaii
1 p m, Municipal

Stadium

McClintock
joins old pal
as coach
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

THURSDAY’S GAME

sled) .
Standing quietly by the corner
of the basketball court in Spartan
Complex is a man who watches
with an attentive eye as the San
Jose Slate University men’s basketWhile in college, McClintock
ball team practices.
hr look is intense and his eyes was a starting forward for the
California Golden Bears and was
WAR 11 every move like a tiger eyepart of the 1959 NCAA
ing his prey.
Ile is no hunter. His name is Championship team. ’The followBill McClintock, the assistant ing year, the Golden Bears again
reached the NCAA Championship
coach for the Spartans.
It is his first season at SJSU, and game.
As a senior, McClintock earned
he says he is here to make a differlionorablc mention All -America,
ence.
All -West
Coast
"Basketball has
and All -Northern
always been my
California honors.
first love," says the
Fie says even
60-year-old coach, "I love his
though the Golden
"and because of
Bears were the
basketball, I WAS positive
underdogs. they
able to get a free attitude. He
still beat the other
college education."
favored teams in
Even though brings
1959, Cincinnati
McClintock has
Oscar
and
returned to teach- something new
Robertson, and
ing basketball fullJerry West’s West
time for the first every day to
Virginia team.
time in 25 years, he practice. He
McClintock’s
never really gave
friendship with his
tip coaching.
encourages
hirmer teammate
Since
1971,
Iris only gotten
when
he
last you to do the
stronger over the
coached at the right thing."
years.
major college level
When
the
as an assistant
school district gave
the
coach
at
Clark,
Craig
him the "golden
University of San
SJSU basketball handshake," he
Itrancisco, he has
player called Morrison,
continued to coach
who offered him
basketball till tin
die position after
the summers, hold
ing camps and training "Big Lossie Mitchel, the former assistant
coach, who left to play basketball in
Man/Woman" clinics.
Ile retired from a 30 -year career Mexico.
"To me. coaching basketball is a
as an administrator, 15 years of
which he taught continuing educa’ welcome change from what I used
to do," Mc( ’hillock says.
lion to children from tough neighThe new Smuts ASSISIAM, who
borhoods.
But basketball was always in his earned his master’s degree in secblood, and he says he could not for- ondary education from SJSU in
1967, says he feels a list closer to
get his first love.
That is when he decided to call home now that he is a member of
his old buddy Stan Morrison, head the team.
McClintock coaches SJS(1’s low
coach of the Spartans.
known post players and attributes his talMit 1. min k
has
Morrison since he was 17 years old ent to his college coach, Pete
Newell, who he says was the best
and both played for the Cal.

All SAFECO Employees
Have Something in Common
An Opportunity to Succeed
NASDAQ refers to SAFE(’() as one of the most substantial
companies on the stock exchange. A. M. Best and Standard
& Poor’s j,iscs us their highest ran rigs for financial stiongth.
Much ot out success relates to the fact that SAFECI
employees On lye in an environment that fosters then site
We pis c (air employees more work -related education.
training, auti rnomy. and responsibility than most of their
industry counterparts receive. Which means more opportunity to develop skills, discover new ones, and get ahead.
And, ke?, to anyone’s success, we offer an environment that
champions mutual respect, where people are comfortable
sharing their ideas and - above all - being themselves.
Stop by our I th at the San Jose State University Job
Fair. We’ve got some great summer internships. and
sonic enviable full-time opportunities for graduates.

See you at the

San Jose State University
Job Fair ’97

SJSU hockey team
outscores Cougars
in offensive battle
By Victor Ribero
Spartan Doily Staff Woirr

’11c Spartans’ hockey team
increased its unbeaten streak to eight
games after skating past Brigham

Young University 7-6 on Saturday at
the Ice Centre.
Early in the game. it looked as if
tire Spartans would conic away with
an easy victory as dies: took a 3-0 lead
after a period of play
Defenseman Dennis McDonald
started the scoring for SJSU when he
blasted a slap shot by the BYU net minder at 8:50 of the first period.
The Cougars did not give up easily as they began the scoring in the sec-

Candidafe
Forum
Februarti 76 17: 15- 1:15pm
SI wlenf Union Upper rad
FArtiarq 77 6:30-7:30 pm
Dining Commons
Get to know the
Candidates running
for Associated
Students Government
Positions. What do
they believe in? Why
are they running?

10am-3pm
Fents Center

SAFECO

coach for which he played.
He says a lot of coaches today
do not have the experience that
mentors in his playing days had.
McClintock’s experience as a player and coach has helped him make
a connection with the young
Spartan players.
"I love his positive attitude, fie
brings something new every day to
practice," says Craig Clark. a freshman center for the Spartans. "lie
encourages you to do the right
thing."
McClintock says he sits in the
stands with the fans during the first
half of the game to get a better per.

spective than is available from the
bench. After critiquing the firsthalf play, he proceeds to enlighten
the players at halftime by telling
them how they can improve.
"Bill is an excellent roach. He
knows the game, and he’ll 3110w
you how to improve," forward
Thomas Lowery says. "Everyone
really respects him."
McClintock says he has really
enjoyed the year so far and hopes to
extend the season by beating San
Diego State University on
Thursday to make it to the
Western Athletic Conference
Tournament in Las Vegas.

WAC

BASKETBALL

C1211WILNCI
L
W
11
3
Hawaii
10
4
UNLV
Fresno Slate
10
4
Colorado St
8
6
Wyoming
7
7
San Diego St
4
10
4
10
SJSU
Air Force
2
12

Qum.
W
19
18
18
18
11
12
12
7

L
5
7
1
8
1
1
1
1

Top sui teams in division advance to
WAC Tournament in Las Vegas

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Day
Opponent
Time
Thursday
Saturday

at San Diego State
7pm
10 35 p n
at HawaiI

Unbeaten streak reaches eight

Wednesday, February 26th

SAFECO offers an extensive array of benefits including medical. dental, life insurance, empliiel. assistance program, and
tuition reimbursement If you miss us at the job fair, please
mail or FAX your resume to: SAFECt I Instil-MCC COMpilDICS,
Pa BOX 5152. San Ramon. CA 94581 IAX 15101277-8670.
SAFECO is an Equal ( )pportunity Employer who encourages
diversity in the workplace.

PHOTOBY BRENNA JENNISON Spartan Dah
DIN thcCNritock, first-year assistant coach for the men’s basketball team, laughs with Olivier Saint-Jean (left) an
Marmet Williams during practice last week in the Event Center.

Come find out for

Election Dates:
larch it & 13, 199/
Polling Locations:

yourself

event is wheelchair accessible.

’;onrol ni .1013 914 5956

Egg Donor Needed.
If you are healthy, attractive
and have brown eyes & hair.
Please Call 408245-6514
54000 00 stipend & expenses paid

The two teams traded goals
throughout the last period. BYU
refused to give up. They scored with
4:00 left in the game and were trailing
6-5.
SJSU’s Brent Faulhaber scored
what proved to he the game winner
late in the third period.
After recording the Spartans’ first
shutout of the season last week
against the University of Pacific,
Lahrs felt he had a bad night in goal.
"Although I gave up a lot of goals,
a championship team learns to win
although they have bad nights. That’s
what we did tonight."
’I he Spartans are now 14-11. They
return to the Ice Centre on Friday to
take on Palmer College at 7:45 p.m.
in what may he a preview of the
PCHA finals. Saturday, SJSU hosts
Moorpark College At the Ice Centre
for the last home game of the season
at 7:45 p.m.
The playoffs take place March 1315 at the University of Pacific in
Stockton.

Open To Helping An
Couple Bring A Child
Into This World?
Families of all backgrounds and
nationalities need your help

Family Fertility Center

Student Union 9am Opm
Clark library
9am Rpm
MacQuerrie Ilan clam ipm

Donate Eggs, private and confidential,

$ 3 , 0 0 0

stipend

plus paid egg donation related expenses.

Oulivichials tor...cling sign language

interpreters or other accommodation. rthotad eotitnet the

ond period. BYU forward Jim Bailey
slid a beautiful pass to Danny Walton
who easily slipped the puck past
Spartans’ goalie Eric Lahrs.
Penalties plagued the Spartans
throughout the game. BYU capitalized on a penalty by SJSU’s Andrew
Parker and closed the gap to 3-2 with
a power-play goal at 7:31 in the second period.
"Championship teams don’t retaliate and don’t take cheap penalties,
such as jumping oft the bench," said
Coach Ron Glasow. "You have to
maintain discipline."
Newcomer Dean Wilson and
Danny Thebeau gave the Spartans
some breathing room when they both
scored late in the second period.
Although SJSU led 5-2 after two
periods of play, they were outshot 21Iff by the Cougars.
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SPECIAL NEED:
ASIAN DONORS

Call Christina today at
I800939OVUM (6886)
(510) 210.’9745
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EMPLOYMENT
Ell THOMAS FORPAALWEAR
Formalwear Rental Associate
F/T and P/T positions available.
Excellent opportunity offering a
flexible work schedule. Must be
customer and detail oriented.
For immediate consideration call
(408) 247-1024.
M/F/EOE
Town & Country Village, S.J.
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR.
Mon. flu Fe. 10am-2prn. Sourdough
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. Sena:me.
NEED KITCHEN HELPER: 26 hrs/
week. Call Mine at 408-279-0651
from 9am - 5prn weekdays.
CLUCK Ul NOW HIRING!
Restaurant Employees/All shifts
Delivery Ddvers Clean DMV.
Good ES.
2603 The Alameda, Santa Clara.
Apply in Person or
Contact Jamie. 241-2582.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school-ege
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
cal Mary 298-3868.
CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS
Si law firm - benefits/parking.
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking. Team Player a must.
Fax resume: J. DeLaige 295.6799.
TURKISH SPFJJIERSI I need help
learning Turkish. Call Amy at
408-295-8620 to discuss rates.
NEED CASH FOR SPRING BREAK?
2 week project. 119/ht. Easy Work.
Flexible hours 408-8481023.
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TEACHER’S AIDE after school
child care program, 2 6pm
Monday through Friday. Call
Gardner Children’s Center,
998-1343. Immediate opening.
Chat dev, rec, human performance
majors encouraged to apply. EOE

LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit us in BC 1310 get access.
COUNSELOR-Trainer kir disabled.
Flexible hours. Great experience
for RN, PSY, SOC WK, OT, Majors.
Avrg. $7. hourly. 866-5001.

Inscio

WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301-4291326.
GREAT PART/FLIWINEEKEND .108
MV TRANSPORTATION, a leader in
the paratransit industry, o currently
interviewhg for van driver positions
in the San Jose area. Flexible
schedules including afternoons,
evenings & weekends are available. Applicants must possess a
valid California drivers license, a
clean driving record, and the willingness to provide quality, safe
and friendly service to the elderly
and physically challenged. For
more information, please contact
Chris Largrnayer a 408278.9375.
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
lic. drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apr* in
person at KidsPark:
Neer Oakridge Meal, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Dr., Si
Near Valley Fair. 985-2 59 9
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510-792.9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
SALES Part time tolerates.
IBM printers and supplies. Flexible
hours. $8/hr. commission. Call
408/558-0250 for interview.
SECURfTY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or appy ptrspn. Nov Sun 7-7.
408288-5880.885 D Matter he.
Between San Cats arcl Paiknocr.
belt Be Carl at Pity Rae Sl.
PININY/HOUSIMEEPER WANTED
Forhvo boys, 6 and 8, afternoons,
M.F. Duties: Pick-up from school,
light housecleaning. laundry,
cooking, etc. In Sunnyvale, near
Wolfe and Homestead. S9/hour.
Roger,408-736-9720,evenings.

RECEPTIONIST, Phones, light
clerical work. Ten min. from SJSU.
Mondays & Wednesdays, 9am
530pm. Fridays 9am 2pm. Call
Heather 995-6425.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’’
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 4011/942411166 or
PEET’S COFFEE ai TEA
OPEN HOUSE
Fax to 405/9424260
Electrons Staffing Services,E0E
New El Passe Store
Thirty-year-old Bay Area specialty 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
coffee roaster & retailer is having Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
an open hcuse on Tuesday, Februzey left at Clear Lake Ave.
25, from 11am - 2pm, at 2035
Camden Park Plaza in San Jose, ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
to hire for our new store in El Paseo. Fishing Industry. Learn how
Competitive salary, on/off site students can make up to
training, medical. dental, 401(k). $2.850/ mo. 4- benefits (room &
vacation & sick, discounts, and board/transportation). Call S.E.S.:
tne best coffee 8, tea education in 1-206-971-3514 ext. A60417.
the Bay Area. If you cannot attend, (We are a research & publishing
send resume and cover letter to: M. company).
McGraw. P.O. Box 12509. BerVeley,
CA 94712-3509. We encourage
applications horn people of all ages,
races and ethnic backgrounds.
ADVIEMSOG/MARKETING ASST.
needed. The A.S. Program Board
at San Jose State University is
looking for a person who is interested in a part-time (5-10 hours/
week) position tc assist the
Advertising Director. Contact Carol
at 408-924-6226 or stop by the
kS. Program Board in the Student
Union, Rm. 350 for an application.
Hourly wage $6.00.
POSTAL JOBS
Up to S1.5.29fir dux beret ts
415.339-8377 24 hirs
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT 8 FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV
999W. San Carlos St Si 971 7557
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great Job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rec. Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 40/1.379-3200 x21.
RECREATION LEADER PIT. afterschool plawround g day carnp pro
gwns h Si it.. 10, 1015 rrs/v4L
during Me school year. M-F. 15-39
hrs/wk during the summer. $9.80
hr. starting. Pick up applications
2/6.2/2811 City Hall, 801 N. 1o1
St. Pm 207. Testing 3/3. Great
leadership, programming and
problem sororg 510113 preferred.

PHONE:

NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible hours and
GREEK MESSAGES
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs DELTA LAMBDA KAPPA-LESBIAN
you now! Don’t wait, call Kristi at sorority, 1st meet Feta 25. 46prn, 511
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We (408) 995-5905.
Pacheco Rm. Page 8649072 (NON.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. YOU NEED A XIII WITH A FUTURE!
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown We will train you for a full-time
FUNDRAISING
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU. position with our nation-wide firm.
FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media We offer:
in 5days -Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Promotions 494-0200.
* Weekly Pay Incentives
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
’Monthly Bonuses
No financial Obligation.
’ Competitive Wages
PRIMARY PLUS
1-800-8621982 ext. 33
’Group-rate Health Care
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Training
Management
* Complete
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
You must be career minded.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370-0357.
(That’s All) Call 408-345-3936.
INSURANCE
SALES REP, NO EXP. NEC.
Will Train, F/P.
Asian Speaker Preferred.
Call Ya-Ling: 408495-5004.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
Special Student Programs
couples need your help to conceive.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Can you help? Ages 21-29.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
non-smoker, healthy & responstie.
$3,000 stipend and exmnses paid "Good Rates for Non-Good Davos"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CRUISE& LAND:TOUR Emplowfunt Other ettrilies aiso needed. Reese
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
Want to travel to Mexico, Hawaii, cal WWFC 1-510-8209495.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Caribbean while earning a living?
FREE QUOTE
Call: 206-971-3554 ext C60419. INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
NO HASSLE
(We are a research & publishing Teach basic conversational English
atroacl Get Be rode edge fcr fridlrg
NO OBUGATION
company).
work in Japan. Taiwan, & S. Korea.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
TEACHERS/AIDES/C.amp Linden For information: 1-206-971-3570
Elem sch. age recreation program. ext. 160416. (We are a research &
publishing company)
P/T horn 26 pm MF date the sch.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
F/T during summer camp program.
STUMM DENTAL PLAN I
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Only $57.00 per year.
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
Save 30% - 60%
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
on your dental needs.
school year? cal for simmer ample/ WANTED-NCAA West Regonal
March 20, 22, 1997 / San Jose
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
lie guards & camp leaders)
800585-8499 or 707-4248459.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
SPORTS/THRILLS
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Inner City Express.
There is nothing compared to
WANTED: STUDENTS Interested
the exhilaration experienced by
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. in guaranteed paid flight and
leadership training. Must be skydNingl Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
TEACHERS NEEDED for school physically fit & itelligent. For
SJSU student owned & operated.
age childcare program in Almaden info call 1-408-977-3791.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Valley. 8am-10am & 2pm-6pm.
1.510-834-7575.
Excellent Benefits. 12 ECE reoared. INTELLIGENT, PHYSICALLY FIT,
seeking a challenge? For Info on
Call Kate 408-268.6331.
leadership training & money for
FINANCIAL AID
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY school, call 1.800-976.USMC
seeking customer service repre- ext 1741.
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
limit your possibilities for financial
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
HEALTH & BEAUTY aid) Student Financial Service
at 408-441-8600.
profiles over 2000,000« individual
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
awards from private & public secBARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Super Blue (., eref Algae
tors. Call: 1 800.263.6495 ext.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary « tips
F60418. ( We are a research &
Reported Benefits include:
Students needed new immediate
publishing company)
Improved Concentration
area. Rill.time/part-time openings.
Increased Energy
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
*Weight Control
International Bartenders School.
(408)737-2702
MANAGER TRAINEES
MEN & WOMEN
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Certain advertisements In
base «corn. Corp seeks energetic Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
these columns may refer the
people for management. Start or using chemicals. Let us permareader to specific teephons
nently remove your unwanted haw.
now. 629-1241.
numbers or odd,
/or
Back Chest- Lip Bikini- Chin additional information.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
$ EARN ’EXTRA CASH $
Classified readers should be
receive 15% discount. First appt.
up to $120/week!
reminded that, when arising
Become a Sperm Donor.
1/2 pnce if made before 6/1/97.
these further contacts, they
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
should require complete
UnN. Student s/Grads/Faculty Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
information betas sending
(408) 379-3500.
Contact California Cryobank
money for goods es services.
415-324-1900, M.F. 8.5pm.
In addition, readers should
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
carefully Investigate all erne
Unwanted hair removed forever
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
offering employment lie**,
Specialist. Confidential.
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
a/coupons for discount
Your own probe or disposable
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
vacations or inerchand I se.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
335S Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7486
Need own car.
Call Dine IN 0 9983463 now.
TEACHERS PT 8 FT needed for
schoolage child care program. 12
ECE required. Excellent benefits
for 20+hr/wk. Near lightrail off 1st
St. in Si. Marty (408) 453-7533.

ncmus

WANTED

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

_syererrec

924-3277

SHARED HOUSING
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in Attractive. newly-remodeled.
spacious, In -Level Townhome in
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic Vests,
Peaceful Surroundings, Guaranteed
Parking, Open, New, & r Impeccable
Conditbnl Fully krrished below on
3tI Wad. Ckbhouse. Pool/Spe. Easy
access to 85 & 101 Only $370/mo«utilities. Call Angie at 408-974-8898
Or 408.224-2015 (leave message)
and yni., call will be rearne.: Females
aid nodsmokerscrly, please.

WORD PROCESSINQ

FOR RENT

PROFESSION.N. Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
Including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specially. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408.2510449.

TUTORING
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed MS. Teacher.
Call (408)978-8034.
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic- Inorganic
English: Speak- Read Write
Spanish: Hablar - Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 4082987576
mvera18288@aol.com .
MARKET YOUR KNOWLEDGE.
ADVERTISE UNDER TUTORING
IN THE CLASSIFIEDS.

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CAU

408-924-3277

ACROSS
1 Long. narrow
mountain range
6 Middle Eastern
garment
9 Mystify
14 Perfect
15 Fox’s coat
16 Spooky
17 Poisonous
mushroom
19 Gung-ho
20 TV extraterrestrial
21T0YsorlsM9s
23 Monthly
expense
24 Cupid’s weapon
26 Gulf
28 Go to extremes
31 Exercise

system
33 Antenna
34 Former

38 Actress
Drescher
39 Commotion
40 Zhivagds love
42 Obliquely
45 Faucet
47 Playwright
Coward
48 Lounge
49 - bear
52 Not owing
53 Sulk
54 Award
57 Stitch
60 Zones
62 Baseball
boo-boo
65 On pins and

needles

LILEJULIOCIULIIIJULILILICILILIULICILIULILICILIDUUU

DOWN
1 Coolidge or
IIIMEMIII

3 lines
4 lines
Slices
6 Mee

$I for

Two
One
Day
Days
$7
$iS
$8
$e
$7
SO
$IO
SS
each additional line

Three
Days
$e
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
Slt
$12
$13
$14

After Be fifth day. nes increases by $1 per day
Fist line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra
Up to 5 eddltional words availebie In bold tor $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 knee: WO
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$15

AdOnsta
tily

NNW

Zip undo

Send check or money order la
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jizee State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk a located in DWIQht Ben* Hall, Room 209.
MI Deadline: 1000 am. two weekdays before publication.
II Al ads we prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dales only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (405)924-3277

Gush Mesmer ._Shared Housing’
_Reel Elate
Annum:cements’ _Sambas’
_Losl and Fourd" _HeallAleautr
_Sporterrhills
_Volunteers’
- Insurance
For Sale*
_kilos For Sale’ _Entertain:mi’
_Computers Etc.’ _Towel
_Tulorina
Wale,
_Word Prorating
__Employment
_Scholwilips
Opportune.

rata* available for these classifications. $5.00 for. 3 Me ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in D8H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required,
**Lost & Found ads are florid frac 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

Special student

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcomel
For free tips. tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.acl-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acianetcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5250505...ask for Wrist.

CROSSWORD

1:11UUJUILILIULICILIULICK3ULICILILICICIULICLIULCILI

Please check /
one classification:
_Rama Hewing
Campus aas

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays. letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

Daily

66 Before
67 Sleeper’s noise
68 Opposite of
liability
69 Detroit - Wings
70 Data

Nino

SERVICES

1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
pets. $700/mo +$600 dep. Parairg accepting students who wish to
&util. paid.5th & Reed. 25970411 excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
211DRPS APARMENT $4100/MO. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Security type building
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Secure Parking
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Close In
Modem Building
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Confidential Spiritual Counseline
(4081 205 6893.
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408)978-8034.
TRAVEL

EUROPE $249
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Within USA $794129.
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
papers, thesis, resumes, group Everywhere! airhitchelnetcom.com
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
YAW/. isicom.fr/airtitch/
to complete your applications for
415-834-9192 cst pending.
med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
COMPUTERS ETC,
Call Anna at 972-4992.
REFURBISHED MACS
WORD PROCESSING
BEST PRICES!!
Thesis. Resumes. Reports, etc
Classroom Computer Co.
20« Years Expenence
3549 Haven Ave. ItH
Medical/Legal Transcription
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Services Available.
Ph: (800)8005115
Reasonable Rates
FAX: (415) 306-1120
CALL (408) 272-1552.
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
’AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
MAC ilsi, ci, cx
Graduate Studies, Thesis Torn
POWER MACS
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
5200, 6214, 6100
Ressnes.ANFormats, Specializing
MAC LC580
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ys Dip
Dot Matrix Printers
WP 5.1/14’Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSI3NAL WORD PROCESSING,
247-26131, Ram-Spot.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Fix: 924-3282

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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Hayworth
2 Object of
devotion
3 Fell on - ears
4 Run around
a lot
5 Chicago Loop
trains
6 Under way
7 Channel
marker
8 Singer
Guthrie
9 Understand
10 Misty -eyed
11 Eggs on
12 Demeanors
13 Sassy
18 Austrian Alpine

35 Story of the
Trolan War
36 Wise Men
37 God of love
39 Expert
41 Had a meal
43 Literary
collection
44 Standard
45 Injure with hot
liquid
46 - Beta Kappa
49 - over studies
intently
50 Inaugurates
51 Contract
52 Lost color
53 - Han
55 Jug

22
24
25
27
28
29
30
3
3?

57 Cease
58 Beige
59 Stimulate (the
appWe)
61 Mounte ( a
gemstone)
63 Pressure unit
abbr
64 Lodge

region

Philosopher
Guzzle
Oklahoma city
Flying rodent
Lummox
Dancer - Ellen
Periods
Alpine song
Singer Yoko

NM

56 Extreme
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Entrepreneurs:
The Next
Generation
Right: Tghras touches foreheads with Cynthia Vo as Preet Desai
looks on. T’ghras and Vulana, were invited to campus Monday by the
Career Center and the Marketing department, to advertise
Wednesday’s Job Fair ’97.
Below: Dominique Roberts and Michael Torres, from the Frances
Gulland Child Development center, are greeted by Vulcan Vulana
while visiting campus Monday morning. Vulana was here to promote
Job Fair ’97,to taking place Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
PHOTOS BY CHARLES SLAY

All

Spartan Daily

Students

Welcome
Take a close look at your career options.
Meet with employers from business, industry,
government, and health and human services
who are eager to hire for part-time or full-time,
summer, co-op, internship, volunteer, and
permanent career positions. An
updated list of employer participants and
Tips on How to be Successful at a Job Fair

Career Explorers:
Check out your options for the future

are at: http://www.careercenter.sjsu.edu

Job Seekers:
Professional attire and resumes are not required
but are highly recommended.
Coordinated by the

May & Aug.’97 Grads:
Include your resume in the Career Center Resume Book
- - bring 20 extra copies of your resume to participate.

r

JCareer
eCenter
loss Sun unnienny

’Your connection to the world of work’

SJSU Event Center

10 AM to 3 PM

Wednesday, February 26
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